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Abstract
This paper presents a scholarly Knowledge Graph Question Answering (KGQA) that answers biblio-
graphic natural language questions by leveraging a large language model (LLM) in a few-shot manner.
The model initially identifies the top-n similar training questions related to a given test question via
a BERT-based sentence encoder and retrieves their corresponding SPARQL. Using the top-n similar
question-SPARQL pairs as an example and the test question creates a prompt. Then pass the prompt to
the LLM and generate a SPARQL. Finally, runs the SPARQL against the underlying KG - ORKG (Open
Research KG) endpoint and returns an answer. Our system achieves an F1 score of 99.0%, on SciQA - one
of the Scholarly-QALD-23 challenge benchmarks.
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1. Introduction

Scholarly Knowledge Graph Question Answering (KGQA) models answer machine or human-
generated scholarly natural language questions over KGs that contain bibliographic metadata
information [1, 2]. The approaches used in the existing Scholarly KGQA models fall into two
categories. The first type is a retriever-reasoner framework, which involves retrieving relevant
sub-graphs and then using reasoning to extract entities as answers [3]. The second type is a
semantic parsing-based framework, which focuses on transforming questions into executable
logical expressions like SQL or SPARQL that can be used to obtain the answer(s) by querying
the underlying KG [4]. However, both the retriever-reasoner and semantic parsing approaches
need a large amount of training data to create a robust KGQA model. Specifically, the scarcity
of scholarly KGQA data sets makes the task more challenging than other general KGQA. Hence,
one of the possible solutions is exploring the power of Large Language Models (LLMs) in a zero
or few-shot manner.
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LLMs are trained on a large amount of textual data for tackling human language understanding
and generating tasks [5, 6]. LLMs enormous amount (counted in billions) of parameters and
adaptive capability in AI (Artificial Intelligence) applications have contributed to the creation
of robust QA models [7, 8, 9, 10]. Besides that, the recent advancement in prompt engineering1,
empowers everyone to get the most out of LLMs [11]. For instance, few-shot LLM prompting,
the method of instructing the LLM with a minimal set of examples or context to perform a
specific language generation task, generally yields more accurate and contextually relevant
results [8]. Thus, by providing a few relevant question-SPARQL pairs, models like GPT-3 [5]
and its successors, can generalize and generate correct SPARQL queries to query encyclopedic
KGs like Wikidata. For example, as shown in Figure 1 (left), ChatGPT 3.52 generates a correct
query for the question “What is the capital city of Ethiopia?” in zero-shot mode. Unlike that,
for the scholarly question taken from SciQA test set “What are the models that have been
benchmarked on the BoolQ dataset?”, even though the SPARQL generated in zero-shot has no
syntactic errors (see Figure 1 right), it does not yield the right answer when run against the
ORKG-dump SPARQL endpoint. This is because ChatGPT does not know the schema of ORKG.
One way of addressing this knowledge gap in LLMs is using a few-shot approach.

Figure 1: SPARQL queries generated by ChatGPT 3.5 in a zero-shot manner for querying Wikidata
(left) and ORKG (right).

Therefore, in this work, we harness the capabilities of LLMs to transform natural language
questions into SPARQL queries. We believe that successfully addressing the SciQA challenge at
the Scholarly QALD Challenge3 underway at ISWC 20234 allows us to contribute to enhancing
access to and utilization of scholarly knowledge.

The contributions of our work are:

• Leveraging LLMs for SPARQL query generation in a few-shot manner;
• Identifying similar questions using a BERT-based model [12];
• Developing a Scholarly KGQA model that ranked second in the SciQA Challenge leader-
board;

1The process of designing prompts that help LLMs to perform a task
2https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt
3https://kgqa.github.io/scholarly-QALD-challenge/2023/
4https://iswc2023.semanticweb.org
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• Evaluating the impact of single shot and few-shot prompting for SPARQL generation
performance.

Our source code can be found at https://github.com/huntila/scholarly-kgqa.

2. Related Works

2.1. Scholarly KGQA

Pipeline-based, semantic parsing-based scholarly KGQA systems first identify the entities and
relationships in the given question; and map those entities and relationships to their respective
identifier in the KG. Next, formulate a query, e.g. SPARQL, and finally execute the query against
the underlying KG and return an answer [13]. JarvisQA [2], create triples from the tables, then
convert the triples to text, and extract an answer using a Bidirectional Encoder Representations
from Transformers (BERT) [14] based answer retriever. JarvisQA only operates on tabular
data. Besides, the performance of the model is highly dependent on the correctness of the
transformation of the table entries to triples and triples to text. Instead of using triples to text
transformer and retriever, DBLP-QuAD [4], parse questions to a SPARQL by fine-tuning a
Text-to-Text Transfer Transformer (T5) [15] model. To use the DBLP-QuAD parser for a new
scholarly KG with a different schema, fine-tuning requires a large amount of training data
and an entity linker. Unlike JarvisQA, our model translates questions into SPARQL without
the need for triple-to-text conversion. Additionally, our approach differs from DBLP-QuAD in
that it employs an LLM to generate SPARQL with very few examples, which avoids the LLM
pre-training.

2.2. Few-Shot LLM Prompting

In this work, we use Vicuna-13B5 - an open-source LLM, a descendent of LLaMA [6] fine-tuned
using user-shared conversations collected from ShareGPT6. LLMs have demonstrated their
remarkable ability to understand and generate natural language text in zero-shot and few-shot
manner [5, 16, 8]. In few-shot prompting, the LLM is given the task description in natural
language such as ‘generate SPARQL for the given questions’ with few examples, then prompted
to accomplish the task without any fine-tuning [8, 11]. So, in our work, we use few-shot
prompting for question’s SPARQL generation.

Table 1
SciQA dataset size.

Data train dev test

Size 1795 200 200

5https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-03-30-vicuna/
6https://sharegpt.com
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3. The Scholarly QALD Challenge

To foster standard evaluation of KGQA models, there have been a series of QALD (Question
Answering over Linked Data) challenges since 2011 [17]. The datasets released in the past
QALD challenges are based on generic KGs like Wikidata. Unlike that, the Scholarly QALD
Challenge organized at the ISWC 2023 comes up with two new Scholarly QA data sets, namely
SciQA (Scientific QA) [18] and DBLP-QUAD [4]; and provides Codalab [19] as a competition
platform.

The SciQA benchmark data set - the challenge we participated in - is created following manual
and template-based automatic generation methods. That is, first, 100 questions are created
manually, afterward, from the manual questions curated eight questions and query templates.
The manually created questions and queries underwent rigorous peer review by the authors
and domain experts for correctness and relevance. Then, generate an additional three question
and query templates from the eight question and query templates using GPT-3 [5]. Finally, 2465
questions are auto-generated by replacing entities and relations in the templates. All questions
focus on Computer Science research works [18]. Table 1 shows the train, dev, and test question
split size of the SciQA dataset7.

4. The Scholarly KGQA Model

As shown in Figure 2 for a given question 𝑄, our scholarly KGQA model encodes the training
questions and 𝑄. Then, it identifies a set of similar questions to 𝑄 from the training set and
constructs a prompt. Subsequently, the system generates 𝑄’s SPARQL query by prompting the
LLM and finally provides an answer 𝐴 by running the SPARQL against the ORKG SPARQL
endpoint8. In the following, we explain in detail the three phases: question analysis, SPARQL
generation, and answer extraction.

4.1. Question Analysis

This phase aims to identify the top-n questions from the training set similar to test question 𝑄
and to fetch their respective SPARQL. As a result, the question and SPARQL pairs are used in the
prompt formulation of the query generation. Therefore, the question analyzer first generates
the question embedding score of each question in the training set offline using the BERT-based
sentence encoder [12]. Besides, encodes the input test question using the same sentence encoder.
Then compute the similarity score based on cosine similarity for each test question Q, rank the
training questions based on their similarity score with 𝑄, and select the top 5 questions along
with their SPARQL.

4.2. Query Generation

This component addresses the challenge of extracting the correct entities and relationships from
𝑄 and mapping them to the correct SPARQL query. Therefore, the query generation component

7https://github.com/debayan/scholarly-QALD-challenge/tree/main/2023/datasets/sciqa/SciQA-dataset
8https://ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/orkg/sparql
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Figure 2: The Scholarly KGQA model.

constructs a prompt using the prompt template shown 4.2. In the prompt, an example is created
by concatenating top-n (n=1,3,5) similar questions with their respective SPARQL queries. In
the case of one shot, the example variable contains only one top-ranked question SPARQL
pair. Whereas, in the three or five shot the example variable contains three or five top-ranked
questions SPARQL pairs respectively. Before including the SPARQL queries in the prompt, the
query generator removes special characters such as new lines, escaping characters, and extra
blank spaces.

example = "Question: {sim_question} \n Sparql: {sparql}..."
prompt: """ Task: Generate SPARQL queries to query the ORKG.
Instruction: If you cannot generate a SPARQL query based

on the provided examples, explain the reason.
{example}

Question: {test question}
Sparql:
Note: Output only the SPARQL query. """



Then the SPARQL generator sub-component runs the prompt against our own Vicuna instance9;
and the output of the LLM is returned as the SPARQL of the test question 𝑄.

4.3. Answer Extraction

The answer extractor receives the generated SPARQL queries and cleans new lines, escaping
characters, and extra blank spaces, again. Finally runs the query against the underlying KG, in
our case the ORKG endpoint10, and returns the result as an answer.

5. Evaluation

5.1. Results and Discussion

The intuitive idea behind our model design is that we can get the best out of the LLM by
providing prompts that contain similar question-SPARQL pairs and a test question. This makes
the LLM self-learn and generates correct SPARQL based on examples. Hence, as shown in
Table 2 and the Codalab SciQA Challenge leaderboard11 our scholarly KGQA model achieved a
near-perfect F1 score of 0.99 using the top-3 similar questions. Queries generated using one-shot
recorded the lowest F1 score of 0.96. In the one-shot setting, the LLM receives only the top-most
similar question SPARQL pair example. When using the top-5 similar questions, the F1 score
reaches 0.989. The top-5 performance of our model is lower than in the top-3 model, because, as
the number of question-SPARQL examples increases, it is likely that the probability of including
training questions with less similarity to the test question. Thus, the inclusion of dissimilar
question-SPARQL pairs confuses the LLM and generates queries that do not give the correct
answer.

Table 2
F1 score of our model on SPARQLs generated using one, three, and five-shot methods on dev and test
data.

Data Shot F1 Score

One-shot 0.960
test Three-shot 0.990

Five-shot 0.989

One-shot 0.899
dev Three-shot 0.974

Five-shot 0.973

Apart from that, the performance of our model is almost near to 1. The contributing factors
are bifold. First, the test questions do not contain additional questions that are generated by
those templates used to generate the training set. Thus, the LLM easily memorizes the entities
and relations in the data set. Besides, the SPARQL queries in the data set use the literal indicating

9https://lmsys.org/blog/2023-03-30-vicuna/
10https://ltdemos.informatik.uni-hamburg.de/orkg/sparql
11https://codalab.lisn.upsaclay.fr/competitions/public_submissions/14759
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Table 3
Number of null gold answers in dev; and null system answers in three and five-shot answer sets on dev
and test data.

data answer set total due to syntax error out of total

gold 14 1
three-shot 23 7

Null answers dev five-shot 25 7
both in dev and three-shot 14 1
both in dev and five-shot 14 1

test three-shot 27 3
five-shot 28 4

prefixes orkgc, orkgp, and orkgsh for classes, predicates, and shapes respectively. Hence, the
LLM does not need to resolve and remember the URI (Universal Resource Identifier) of the
entities and predicates, rather simply learns from the example questions and generates correct
SPARQL queries. Second, the performance is biased due to the number of empty answer sets.
For instance, as Table 3 depicts, the number of null gold answers in dev is 14. The number
of null system answers on the dev data via the three-shot and five-shot methods is 23 and 25
respectively. All those fourteen questions with null gold answers in dev, also have null system
answers in both settings. Among all the fourteen questions that have null values, only one is
from the same question in both methods due to syntax error. Furthermore, as the bottom part of
Table 3 shows, the number of null system answers on the test data is 27 with three-shot and 28
with the five-shot methods. However, the test data gold answer set is not publicly available as of
this writing. Thus, we are unable to run a full analysis. In conclusion, removing the questions
that have null answer sets from the dev and test, can reveal the gap between our model and
others that participated in the challenge.

5.2. Error Analysis

Since the gold answer of the final phase is not available, our error analysis is based on the dev
set experiment. Generally, the errors are 1) syntactic errors: which occur due to missing and
improper placement of closing bracket (‘}’), period (‘.’), and semicolon (‘;’). As shown in Table 3,
on dev data both three-shot and five-shot methods generate 7 SPARQLs that have null results
due to syntax error. Besides, on test data, the three-shot method generates 3 SPARQLs that have
null answers due to syntactic errors. Likewise, the five-shot method has four SPARQL that are
syntactically incorrect. 2) keyword matching: the entities identified by the LLM have extra or
missing blank space(s). For example, the filter in “SELECT ... FILTER (str(?dataset_lbl) =‘ Jacquard
dataset’)...” has a space at the beginning of the keyword ‘Jacquard dataset’ in the gold SPARQL,
but the LLM-generated SPARQL query does not have space. Thus, our model’s SPARQL query
results in a null answer. 3) Lack of question understanding: for complex questions like ‘Where
can all the data sets used in the compared studies be found?’, the LLM assumes that the question
is about a dataset and generates “SELECT DISTINCT ?dataset ?dataset_lbl WHERE ...” which looks
for a dataset. However, the question is about the URI where the dataset is stored. Moreover,



on questions like ‘What is the top benchmark score and its metric on the Words in Context
dataset?’, the LLM creates queries that look for the model and its name “SELECT DISTINCT
?model ?model_lbl WHERE ...”. Here the LLM misses the aim of the question, i.e., the correct
answer is the top benchmark score and the respective query should look like “SELECT DISTINCT
?metric ?metric_lbl (MAX(?value) AS ?score) WHERE...”. Therefore, the misunderstanding of a
question leads the LLM to produce SPARQLs that look for incorrect objects and miss operators
like MAX() in the recent example.

6. Summary

Our Scholarly KGQA system to the Scholarly-QALD-23 challenge at the ISWC 2023, follows a
pipeline structure. For a given test question, the question analyzer identifies similar questions
using a BERT-sentence encoder. Then, the SPARQL generator creates prompts by composing
the top five (three or one) similar question-SPARQL pairs from the training set with the test
question and generates a SPARQL by prompting Vicuna. Finally, the answer generator runs
the query against the ORKG SPARQL endpoint and returns an answer. Our system achieves an
F1-score of 99.0% on the SciQA test set, which is a runner-up of the SciQA leaderboard12.
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